Introduction
The goal of this paper is to provide a RF deiinition acceptable by neuroscientists but simultaneously giving the possibility of its mathematical modeling. For this purpose the ChlN, which is a reliable paradigm for modeling the major components of the vi:& system [4, 8, 10, 111, is used. Some prospective practical applicatons will be also discussed.
The RF is a fundamental c o~~c e p t in neur0sc:ience. It is kquently used in the study of neurons, analyzing the tmnsfonnation between difkent characteristics of the stimuli and the elicited neuronal activity. The RF expresses the relationship between the stimuli and the evoked neural respmes. The ineasuring method and its theoretical backgrouud are defining the mawred or phenomenological RF. Nevertheless, the receptive field organization has to be also examined from the anatomical point of view, particularly wnsidering the nervous systems' modular organizaton. Ifwe Although, the next definition seems to be simplistic, since it is linear (and we know that in reality it is not the case), it seems to reflezt certain basic proprties of the l2F. Definition: A single neuron can be considered as a SPATIO-TEMPORAL operator.
(denoted with h(i, j, t)) is defined as the output due to an input of the type: Assunairy: that the neuron's fimction is linear, the impulse-rerrcpnse can be computed. Such a response U& 1, ti=$ *-6r,-KO,
where S, , S, ,-are the Kronecker delta function and s(t) is the Diracdelta function, which represents a bright or dark impulse. The neuron's response to an arbitrary stimulus can be expressed by
R'J'
The receptive field may be defined by the area of visual space satisfyin% the following property:
With the use of the concept of the transfer functioq both static and dynamic receptive field definitions can be formulate& For the experimental measurement of the neurons' tsansfer function there are merent methuds that can be used.
The first method ('response plane' techniques) uses Diraedelta (or practically impulses) as input and the measurement of the network output for such stimulus. However, in the case of neurons it is more convenient to record only fiom one cell at one time and mapping the RF's spatial and temporal properties by changing the position of the stimulus SuCGessively [q. This type of method is relatively slow, because we need to collect the response data sequentkdly. Another method uses continuous reGoTdings fkom a cell utiking pseudo-random $patio-temporal stimuli. It defines the transfa fundon from the correlation between the evoked neuronal spike train and the stimulus seqmce (cross-or reversearrelation), i.e. it uses white-noise analysis [7] . "-e could be other aspects of the receptive field concept which incorpoIzltes other types of effects of the stimulus on the neuron's response. One of these could be the fine temporal sgucture of the response to the
3t: h&l,O*O (3)
elicited sequence of action potential. By synAronizing the emitted action potentials of Merent neurons more information could be acquired [lo] about the visual stimulus. In this paper, our purpose is to show, how the same output can be generatedl in Merent inodels. 
Simulation and results

30
Using the CNN as a modeling k m e The first class of the cortical simple cells, although they have orientation selective properties (there is small change in y direction), in the x-t map of the RF are simiIar to the LGN X cells (Fig. 2) .
The second class of the cortical simple cells are time separable, and has spatially bimodal center-surround organization in its transfer hction. To model this type of receptive field structute we sum two simple transfer functions (On and Off ones) with a small spatial ShiR In the temporal domain there is no change in the model. The parameters of the templates are adjusted for the proper representation of the transfer function for a special magnitude of stimulus. The modeled transfa functions' charactaristics can be provided by a wide range of parameter values as well. We could furthe!r decrease for example the number of the necessary layers (e.g., layer 1 and layer 4), but they were suitable fix a better understanding of thte underlying processes. Using relafively smaU (maximum neigbbrhood is 3) sipnple linear templates, we could w"t 
